
The Sisters arrange and conduct visits to
various places of historical and cultural
importance to the people of Mexico in and
around Cuernavaca and Mexico City.

Some examples are:

Pre-Columbian archeological ruins at
Xochicalco

The peoples to whom the Sisters minister
in their Colonias

*j£) Christian Base Community Groups

The Cathedral and the peoples' market in
downtown Cuernavaca

The Basilica in Mexico City

«|9 Tepeyac Hill, adjacent to the Basilica,
where the Lady of Guadalupe appeared to
Juan Diego

A Sample Day
(Each day is different)

7:30am Morning Prayer with Sisters
8:00am Breakfast
9:30am Experiences of people and

places outside the Center
l:00pm Lunch
3:30pm Presentation of the reality of

Mexico today
6:00pm Evening Prayer
6:30pm Supper
7:30pm Meeting with the Sisters

to share experiences and
preview next day's schedule

This is a journey of faith, not to a shrine, but to the
temple of the living God in the hearts of the people.

For more information contact:

Weston Priory
Phone: 802-824-5409

Email: mexico@westonpriory.org

Guadalupe Center
Faith & Hospitality

Experience

A unique opportunity for persons
of all faiths to experience the

spirituality, culture, and hospitality
of the peoples of Mexico.



The Sisters welcome you to the Center,
which accommodates up to 20 persons. In
the context of prayer, discussion, recreation
and reflection, the Sisters introduce
participants to the present-day religious,
social, political, and economic realities of the
Mexican people and help them to understand
life and faith as lived in Latin America.

A relationship between the Brothers of
Weston Priory and the Mexican Benedictine
Sisters, begun in 1976, inspired the founding
of the Guadalupe Center in Cuernavaca,
Mexico in 1983.

THE 10-DAY EXPERIENCE

"Bienvenidos! Welcome to Mexico!"

The Sisters greet you upon arrival. After
an overnight in Mexico City, your trip to
the Guadalupe Center in Cuernavaca first
takes you across the teeming, modern city,
once Tenochtitlan, island capital of the
14th century Aztec Empire. Next you
travel over a scenic mountain range with
magnificent views.

Once at the Center, you enjoy visits to local
colonias (neighborhoods) and historical/
archeological sites, as well as experience
Mexico today through an informative
program, which includes speakers, group
discussions, and audio-visual presentations.

There is time in the schedule for personal
reflection. All are invited to participate in
community prayer as they feel comfortable.

Through the vision, listening hearts and
generous hospitality of the Sisters, you touch
the joys and sufferings of the people of Latin
America, especially the poor.

At the Guadalupe Center there is
space for welcome, sharing, and the

possibility to see things, perhaps
already seen, in a new way.


